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Field Description Validation

Custo
mer

Should show values from customer configuration. if selected, recipe will be applicable only 
for the customer

Optional

Recipe
Name

Locatio
n 

List of Locations. Default to logged in users location Mandatory

Item 
No

Item for which recipe is being created  Mandatory

Verison It is auto assigned. when an item is selected for the first time version will be 1. if there is 
another recipe created for the same item then version will be 2

Auto Generated

Quantity Standard recipe quantity. this will be used for calculating required quantity of ingredients Mandatory

UOM Standard unit of measure for the item (Read only) NA

Process Process which is required for production. There could be multiple processes involved in 
production.

Mandatory

Farm Should show values from customer configuration. users should not be able select this field if 
customer is not selected. if selected, recipe will be applicable for the farm and the customer.

Optional

One 
Line 
Print

No - 

Normal (default)
They are basically selling items by disclosing the quantity and cost for each one of them

Yes

It will print only the recipe name with overall quantity and cost for each recipe in one line
They are basically selling the recipe without disclosing the actual recipe contents

Yes with Quantity

It will print recipe name with overall quantity and cost for each recipe first
Subsequent lines will show the ingredients along with quantity (without cost)
They are basically selling the recipe and stating its contents (ingredients) along with 
quantities without disclosing the actual cost of each ingredient

Optional

Active To identify if the recipe is active (only one version can be active in case there are multiple 
versions for the item)

By default: SelectedThe following image 
displays the sample screen shot of Recipe 
detail

Type By Quantity - if By quantity, input material cost along with labour cost and overhead cost will be 
distributed to all output items based on individual quantity produced

By Percentage - if By percentage, cost will be distributed based on the percentage specified for 
the output item

By Bulk - 

Mandatory

Field Should show values from field configuration Optional

Imp. 
Override

To identify if the recipe is standard recipe. Decides if imported recipes can override this one. NA

Auto 
Blend

If checked, the blended item will be designated as always blended when sold. The inventory of 
the individual ingredients will be reduced and the blended item’s inventory will not be affected.

NA

The below displays the sample screen shot of Recipe detail



Note: There can be multiple Recipe's against each item, but only one can be active at a time. Version number is used for this purpose. A Recipe 
can be set as ‘Active’ only after the input and output items are defined and the target item is available as one of the output items. 
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